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An infinite Markov system {Io, II ' ...} of C' functions on [a, b] has dense span
in C[ a, b] if and only if there is an unbounded Bernstein inequality on every sub
interval of [a, b]. That is if and only if, for each [oc, p] c [a, b], rx # p, and)' > 0,
we can find g E span { 10, I, ' ... } with II g' II [a,PJ > i' lid [a.h]' This is proved under the
assumption (fIIJ~)' does not vanish on (a, b). Extension to higher derivatives are
also considered. An interesting consequence of this is that functions in the closure
of the span of a non-dense C' Markov system are always C" on some subinterval.

1995 Academic Press. Inc.

The principal result of this paper will be a characterization of denseness
of the span of a Markov system by whether or not it possesses an
unbounded Bernstein Inequality, In order to make sense of this result we
require the following definitions.

DEFINITION 1 (Chebyshev System), Let fo, ... , fll be elements of C[ a, b]
the real valued continuous functions on [a, b]. Suppose that
span{fo, ..., fll} over IR is an n + 1 dimensional subspace of C[ a, b ], Then
{fo, ..., fll} is called a Chebyshev system of dimension n + 1 on [a, b] if any
element of span {fo, ..., /,,} that has n + I distinct zeros in [a, b] is identi
cally zero. If {fo, ... , /,,} is a Chebyshev system, then span {fo, ..., /,,} is
called a Chebyshev space.

DEFINITION 2 (Markov System). We say that {fo, ..., /,,} is a Markov
system on [a, b] if each /, E C[ a, b] and {fo, ..., fm} is a Chebyshev system
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on [a,b] for every m~O. (We allow n to tend +00 in which case we call
the system an infinite Markov system.)

DEFINITION 3 (Unbounded Bernstein Inequality). Let <vi be a subset of
C I [a, b l We say that <91 has an everywhere unbounded Bernstein
inequality if for every [IX, ft] < [a, b], IX -# ft,

sup {liP' II [~.{!] : p E s>1, p -# o} = 00.

Ilpll [a.h]

If for some [IX, /3] the above sup is finite, the Bernstein inequality is said
to be bounded in [IX, ftl

Note that the collection of all polynomials of the form

{ x 2p{ x) : p is a polynomial}

has an everywhere unbounded Bernstein inequality on [ -1, I] despite the
fact that every element has derivative vanishing at zero.

We now state the main result.

THEOREM 1. Suppose <1/ := {/o, /1 '/2' ...} is an infinite Markov system
on [a, b] with each fiE C2 [a, b], and suppose that (/II/o)' does not vanish
on (a, b). Then span <1/ is dense in C[ a, b] if and only if span <It has an
everyu'here unbounded Bernstein inequality.

The additional assumption that (/1 I/o)' does not vanish on (a, b) is quite
weak. It holds, for example, for any ECT system. Note that II I/o is strictly
monotone if <It is a Markov system.

The proof requires examining the Chebyshev polynomials associated
with a Chebyshev system. These we now discuss.

Suppose

H,,:= span {Jo , ..., !,,}

is a Chebyshev space on [a, b]. We can define the Chebyshev polynomial

T,,{x) := T,,{Jo, ... , /,,; [a, b]} (x)
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associated with H II as the UnIque "generalized" polynomial in
span U;" ···,1;,} that alternates between ± I exactly n + I times with
Til (h) > 0, and has exactly n zeros on [a, h]. With./;: = .\< this generates
the usual Chebyshev polynomials. These equioscillating polynomials
encode much of the information of how the space H II behaves with respect
to the supremum norm. See [2, 3, 4, and 6].

Suppose

is a fixed infinite Markov system on [a, h]. For each n

is then a Chebyshev system. So there is a sequence {Til} of associated
Chebyshev polynomials where, for each n, Til is associated with H II • These
we call the associated Chebyshev polynomials for the infinite Markov
system .11.

Note that

is a Markov system again with the same span as .11.
In [2] we showed that the span of a C I Markov system .11 is dense in

C[ a, h] in the uniform norm (i.e., the uniform closure of span ./1 on [a, bJ
equals C[ a, h]) if and only if the zeros of the associated Chebyshev poly
nomials are dense. To state this result, which we will need, we require the
following notation.

Suppose Til has zeros (/ < XI < X 2 < ... < XII <h, and let X o := a and
XII + I : = h. Then the mesh of Til is defined by

M II := MII(TII : [a, h])

max Ixi-xI.I!.
I ~i~ll+ I

For a sequence of Chebyshev polynomials Til from a fixed Markov
system on [a, h], we have

M II --> ° iff lim MII=O

as follows from the interlacing of the zeros of Til and Till'
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Our main result requires the following theorem from [2].
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THEOREM 2. Suppose .Ii:= {I, II ' 12, ... } is an infinite Markov system
on [a, h) with each f E C' [a, b]. Then span ,Ii is dense in C[ a, h) in the
uniform if and only if

M,,->O,

(where M" is the mesh ol the associated Chebyshev polynomials).

The next result we need shows that in most instances the Chebyshev
polynomial is close to extremal for Bernstein-type inequalities.

THEOREM 3. Let H,,: = { I, II , ..., /,,} be a Chebyshev system of cl

fimctions on [a, b]. Let T" be the associated Chebyshev polynomial. Then

Ip;,(xo)1 ~ 2 IT'( _ )1
-..;:: . " "\0IIp,,11 [a.h] I -I T,,(xo)1

lor every °i= p" E span {I, II , , I,,} and every x 0 E [a, bJ with IT,,( x 0) I i= I.

Proof Let a = Yo < Y 1 < < Y" = b denote the extreme points of
T", so

i = 0, L ... , n.

Let Yk~XO~Yk+1 and Oi=p"EH". If p;,(xo)=0, then there is nothing to
prove. So assume that p;,(xo)i=O. Then we may normalize p" so that

IIp,,li[a.h] = I

and

sign(p;,(xo)) = sign( T"(Yk+ 1) - T,,(Yk))'

Let J:= IT,,(xoll. Let I:E(O, I) be fixed. Then there exists a constant IJ with
1'71 ~J+(I-t5)/2 so that

(I - 15)
IJ +-2- (I -t:) p,,(xo) = T"Cxo)·

Now let

(I - 15)
q,,(x) := YJ +-2- (l - B) p,,(X).
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Then

and
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Ilq,J [a,h] < I,

q,,(XO) = T,,(x o),

sign(q;,(xo)) = sign( T,,( Yk + Jl- T,,( Yd),

If the desired inequality does not hold for p" then for a sufficiently small
/;>0

Iq;,(xo)l> IT;,(xo)l,

so

h,,(x) := q,,(x) - T,,(x)

will have at least three zeros in (Yb Yk+ d. But h" has at least one zero in
each of (Yj, Y; + I)' Hence h" E H" has at least n + 2 zeros in [a, b], which
is a contradiction, I

We need the following technical result concerning Chebyshev polyno
mials.

LEMMA I. Suppose .11 := {I, fl' f2' ... } is an infinite Markov s}'stem of
c2 functions on [a, b] and PI does not vanish on (a, b). Suppose that the
sequence of the associated Chebyshev polynomials {T,,} has a subsequence
{Tn,} with no zeros on some subinterval of [a, b l Then there exists another
subinterval [c, d] and another infinite subsequence {T",} so that for some
6 > 0, )' > 0, and for each n j ,

II T", II [cd] < I - i5

and

II T~,II [c.d] < )'.

Proof For both inequalities we first choose a subinterval [c l , d l ] C

[a, b] and a subsequence {n j • 1 } of {n;} so that all oscillations of each T",.,
take place away from [c" dll We now choose a subsequence {n j • 2 } of
{n j , I} so that either each T"i,2 is increasing or each T"u is decreasing on
[c l , dll We treat the first case, the second one is analogous, Let [c 2 , d2 ]

be the middle third of [c I' dIl If the first inequality fails to hold with
[C2' d2 ] and {ni,2} then there is a subsequence {ni,3} of {n j ,2} so that
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IITI1,)I[c"d,J -41 as ni ,J-4 eN, Hence, there is a subsequence {n i ,4} of {nul
so that either

max Tn,)x) -4 I
C2~x~d2

or min Til,) x) -4 -I,
n ~ x ~ d'2

Once again we treat the fist case, the second one is analogous, Since each
Til,,) is increasing on [c 1 , d l ],

lim III - Til,.!I[d"d,J = 0,
TlI,4- ,x'

Now take g:= ao+adl +a2f2 so that g has two distinct zeros IX I and
0: 2 in [d2 ,d[], Ilgll[~,,~'J<I, and g is positive on (IX 1,IX2), Let fJ:=
max~1 ,,;,,; "" g( x) and g := g + I - fJ, One can now deduce that Tn" - g has
at least n + I distinct zeros in [a, b] if n i ,4 is large enough, which is a
contradiction,

For the second inequality, by [8], {I'[,f~, ",} is a weak Markov system
on [a, b], and so is

{(T~/T'[)', (T~/T'd', ",}

on every closed subinterval of (a, b), (In the definitions of weak Markov
systems and weak Chebyshev systems we only count zeros where the sign
changes,) The assumption that 1'1 does not vanish on (a, b) implies that T'I
does not vanish on (a, b),

From this we deduce that each (T;'i.,/T;)' has at most one sign change
in [c 2 , d2 l Choose a subinterval [c" d,] C [c 2 , d2 ] and a subsequence
{n;,s} of {nul so that none of (T~i)T'd' changes sign in [c" d,l Choose
a subsequence {ni,6} of {ni,s} so that either each T~,..IT'I is increasing or
each T;".IT'I is decreasing on [c" dJl We only study the first case; the
second one is similar. Let [C4' d4 ] be the middle third of [c" d,l If the
second inequality fails to hold with [c 4 , d4 J and {n i,6} then there is a
subsequence {n;,7} of {n i.6} so that either

max T;,,)x)/T'[(x) -400
q'::;;_\.·~d4

or

min T;",(x)jT'l(x) -4 -00

q.:o.:;:X~d4

as n i ,7 -4 eN, Again we treat only the first case, the second one is analogous,
Then for every K> 0 there is N EN so that for every ni,7 ;? N we have

T;",(x) > K,
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hence
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which is a contradiction. I

LEMMA 2. Suppose ,1/:={j;),I" ... } is a C'[a,b] infinite Markov
system, and suppose g E C I [a, h] and g is strictly positive on [a, h]. Then
.1' = {g.f~, gIl, ... } is also a C' [a, b] in.finite Markov system. Furthermore
span ,11 has a hounded Bernstein inequality on [IX, [3] c [a, b] if and only il"
span .1' also has bounded Bernstein inequality on [IX, [i].

Proof Consider differentiating gI with IE span .1/ by the product rule.
If span .II has a bounded Bernstein inequality on [IX, [3] then

II(gI)'ll l 7./i] ~ Ilg:t"ll l 7./iJ + Ilgf'll l 7.{iJ

~c, Ilgf,ll l 7.{i]+c 2 1Igl"ll l ".hj'

where the first constant arises since

g'(xl/g(x)

is uniformly bounded on [<1, h] and the second constant comes from the
bounded Bernstein inequality for f I

Proof 01" Theorem I. The only if part of this theorem is obvious. A
good uniform approximation to a function with uniformly large derivative
on a subinterval [IX, {i] c [<1, b] must have large derivative at some points
in [a, (J].

In the other direction we first note that by Lemma 2 we may assume
.I;) = 1. We use Theorem 2 and Lemma I in the following way. If span .II
is not dense then there exists a subinterval [x, {J] c [a, h] by Theorem 2,
where a subsequence of the associated Chebyshev polynomials have no
zeros. By Lemma 1 from this subsequence we can pick another sub
sequence Til, and a subinterval [c, d] c [x, (J] with

II TII,lll<.dj < 1- t5

and

IIT;"lll<.d] <)'

for some positive constants () and I'. The result now follows from
Theorem 3. I
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COROLLARY l. Suppose .It = {fo, fl' ... } is an infinite Markov system of
c2 functions on [a, b] so that span.lt fails to be dense in C[ a, b] in the
uniform norm. Then there exists a subinterval [ex, P] of [a, b] so that if g
is in the uniform closure of span.lt then g is differentiable on [ex, fJJ.

Proof By Theorem 1, there exists an interval [ex, fJ] where
Ilh'lllo:,fJ]/llhlllo:.Pl is uniformly bounded for every hE span vii, Suppose
h ll -+ g, h" E span vii, Then we can choose n j so that

and hence

1
Ilg-h,,,IIla.hl ::(2}' i = 0, 1,2, ...

Since

g=hll,,+ L (hll,-hll,_J
;=}

for some constant c independent of i, if follows that g is differentiable on
[ex, fJ]. I

Suppose Jt = {fo, fl' ... } is an extended complete Markov system of ex
functions on [a, b] (the extra requirement being that the multiplicity of the
zeros matters in the definition: so if f:= '2..;'=0 aJi has 11+ 1 zeros by
counting multiplicities then f = 0 identically). In this case the differential
operator D defined by

D(.f):= (~)'

maps .II to .lID where

and . liD is once again an extended complete Markov system of C X func
tions (see Nurnberger [5]). We define the differential operators D11I1Cf") for
n times differentiable functions f by

Fill:=(Fi+I.II-I)', i=O,l, ... , n=I,2, ...,
, FO,11--1

6408//-7
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Note that if span .IID is dense in C[ a, b] in the uniform norm then so is
span .il. The next theorem can be obtained from Theorem I by induction
on n.

THEOREM 4. Suppose .il = {fo, f, , ... } is an extended complete Markov
system of ex functions on [a, b]. Let n be a fixed positive integer. Suppose
span .II fails to be dense in C[ c, d] for every subinterval [c, d] c

[a, b], c of. d. Then there exists an interval [(XII' PII] c [a, b], (XII of. PIl' so that

{
IID(III(j)11 }sup [x",fi,,] : 0 of. f E span .11 < ce.

Ilfll [<I.h]

COROLLARY 2. Suppose .11 is an extended complete Markov system of
ex functions on [a, b] so that span .11 fails to be dense in C[ a, b] in the
uniform norm. Then for each n there exists an interval [<x,,, P" ] c [a, b] of
positive length where all elements of the uniform closure of span .11 are n
times continuously differentiable.

Proof Use Theorem 4 as in Corollary I. We omit the technical
details. I

Suppose that .II, as in Corollary 2, has the property that span .If fails
to be dense in the uniform norm on any proper subinterval of [a, b], as in
the case of Muntz systems

/J . _ {vA" __ A, }
L/"l.- ~". , ...\.. , ... , O~a<b.

Then the uniform closure of span .It on [a, b] contains only functions that
are ex on a dense subset of [a, b]. In this non-dense Muntz case the
closure actually contains only analytic functions on (a, b) (Achiezer [I],
Schwartz [7]).

We record one final corollary.

COROLLARY 3. Suppose {<Xk} C ~\[ -I, I] is a sequence of distinct
numbers. Then

span {I, _1_, _1_, ... }
x - <Xl X - (X2

is dense in C[ - I, I] if and only if

I ja:~-l = ce.
k = I
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Proof The inequality

holds for any

P E span f1' _1_, ...,_._1_}.
x - (Xl X - a.n
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See [3]. This together with Theorem 1 gives the "only if" part of the
corollary.

In [3] the Chebyshev "polynomials" Tn (of the first kind) and VII (of the
second kind) for the Chebyshev space

span fl , _._1_, "" _1_}
x-a., x-x"

are introduced, Properties of

and

UJ t) := UIl(cos t) sin t

established in [3] include

II 1',,11 !R = 1 and 1/ U"II !R = I,

TII(t)2 + UIl(t)2 = I, t E IR,

T;,(t) = - 11,,( t) UII(t), t E IR,

U;,(t) = Bn(t) T II ( t), t E IR,

where

Suppose

I j(Xt- 1= 00.
k=l

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4 )

(5)
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lim min BJt) = 00,
11 _:X I E [:x. PJ

O<rx<fJ<n. (6)

Assume that there is a subinterval [a, hJ of ( ~ I, I ) so that

sup IIT;,II[a.hJ < w.
IlE N

Let rx := arccos hand [J := arccos a. Then by properties (4) and (6)

lim II Dull [~.[J] = 0

hence by property (2)

lim Ii T;, - 111 [x.fJ] = O.
1/ ...... £'

Thus by properties (5) and (6)

lim mm ID;,(tl[ = eXJ
n - ,x 1 E [ex. II J

that is

lim 10,,( [J) - 0,,( x)1 =X

which contradicts property (I). Hence

IIT;,II[a.h] I'T'IIsup = sup I " [a.h] = C£.
"E ~J IIT"II [-I, I] "E f,;

for every subinterval [a, bJ of (- I, I) which together with Theorem I
finishes the "if" part of the proof. I

Corollary 3 is to be found in Achieser [1, p. 255] proven by entirely
different methods.
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